Welcome to Another eArticle from V S N’s eArticle Library! I hope VSN readers who are missing the print

magazine, and new readers alike, will enjoy this new way of reading and learning about stamping. Before we dive into
the techniques that you came for, let me briefly share how this eArticle’s works:

Interactive Table of Contents: Click on the Table of Contents links on the next page to jump to eArticle how-to

sections, art pages, sponsor pages or resource pages. Links within the eArticle are colored blue (depending on how
your reader shows links.) There is also a “Go to Contents” button at the bottom of how-to and art pages.

Sections: Next comes the first topic section, followed by reader artwork using section techniques and sometimes a

sponsor page. Sponsor pages are what makes eArticles free to readers, so please be sure to thank sponsors by checking out what they offer! (Click on links on their pages to visit their websites.)

Resources: This pattern repeats until the end, where you will find info on learning more inside VSN’s 226 issues and/

or on the internet. Most VSN issues are still available in print or pdf. Note: Internet links found throughout this eArticle
were good as of publication, but links change and disappear on the internet over time.

If Returning to the eArticle is Slow: Sometimes if you read a picture-heavy pdf in your browser window, clicking
on a link and then returning to the article may be slow. If this happens, save the article to your computer and read it
directly in Acrobat Reader instead of in your browser window and it should move more quickly.

Printing this eArticle: For those who don’t like reading about stamping online, you can print the pdf version of this
eArticle on your home computer to read it as you like. When printing, be sure to choose the landscape print option so
that the eArticle prints at its full 8 1/2” wide by 5 1/2” high size. Scale the print size to fit the page to print it even larger.

If You Enjoy it and would like to see more eArticles made available or have a

suggestion for a future eArticle, please let me know! (vampstamp@prodigy.net)
Please do not email this article to friends. Instead point them to VSN’s eArticle
page where they can download their own copy of this eArticle. Happy Stamping!
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Coloring In with Alcohol Ink
Looking for a way to color in stamped images with beautiful vibrant color
on a wide variety of surfaces? Try alcohol inks! They are available in a huge
range of acid-free colors that blend beautifully — if you use the right inks
on the right surfaces and know the right tricks!
Alcohol inks are transparent rather than opaque. They can be used on many
surfaces in addition to paper, including nonporous surfaces like glass, metal
and plastic. Because they are not water-based, once dry, they won’t run or
bleed if they get wet. They can however be moved if they come in contact
with more alcohol ink, Blending Solution or other solvents — which means
they are quick drying but still blendable. Very cool!
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There are many ways to use alcohol inks in stamp projects
and VSN’s print magazine has looked at them many times.
Rather than simply duplicate what has already been covered in articles that are still available, this eArticle has two
goals: first to update information on alcohol ink markers
brands, stamping ink and paper options and second, to
look at ways to work with alcohol ink markers when you
only have a limited number. Yes, in a more perfect world,
we might all have complete sets of every color marker, but
good quality markers can be pricey, so this time we look
at ways to blend and shade these markers even when you
only have a few. The goal is to stretch your crafting dollar
but still get quality results!

Learn More: VSN’s print magazine has covered alcohol inks

in general and alcohol ink markers more specifically quite
a few times in the past. Oct ‘04 Product Picks: 5 ideas for
Ranger Adirondack Alcohol inks & Blending Solution. Sept
‘06 & Oct ‘06: Alcohol Inks Part I & Part II in-depth feature
articles, Jan ‘09 & Mar ‘11: Focus articles on using alcohol
ink markers, Jun ‘11: Alcohol inks on other surfaces. Plus
the Even More Alcohol Inks Mini eArticle. Order individual
issues A’la Carte or purchase the Alcohol Inks Theme Pack.

Next: Stamp art colored with alcohol ink markers and a
page from one of our Sponsors.
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Karen McIntyre’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Lady sewing - Kraftin’
Kimmie, Stack of fabric - Delafield, Sewing
basket - Stamps by Impression, Cat on right
- PSX, Floor - Worth Repeating, Rug - Rosie’s
Roadshow, Bed - One Terrific Stamp Co., Girl
standing on fabric pile - Stampa Barbara, Boy
on bed - Octopus Ink, Cat sleeping on bed Stamps ‘N More, Wallpaper stripes - D.O.T.S.,
Decoration between windows (partial) - My
Heart Stamps 4 You, Quilt rack, quilt - Peddler’s Pack, Umbrella - Stamp of Excellence,
“Quilts” hanging (partial) - Imaginations, Cat
on quilt hanger - Graphistamp, Quilt cabinet/
shelves - Jukebox, Hanging light - Amber Ink,
Houses outside window - Conners Collectibles, Tiny fence & gate - Fingerprints, Cat on
rug, Window - Unknown), Cardstock (white,
brown), Ink (black), Alcohol ink markers
(Copic), Scrap paper.

Create scene on white cardstock using
“masking and stamping. Color with Copic
markers.” Layer onto brown cardstock.
Finished Size: 8” x 8 1/4”.

Go to Contents

What is an Alcohol Ink?
Inks are made up of dye or pigment color, a carrier or “base,” binders and additives. Stamping inks
typically use a carrier of water, solvent or oil. Although alcohol is a solvent, it severely dries out rubber, so alcohol-based dye inks are not used as stamping inks, but they are used to create colorful
backgrounds for stamped images (typically using bottled inks) or to color in stamped images (often
by using alcohol-based markers.)
Stampers began their love affair with alcohol inks years ago when the popular “Polished
Stone” background technique got us using alcohol inks bottled for air-brush use. (See
Sept ‘00 and Sept ‘08 VSN.) As alcohol ink techniques became popular among stampers, bottled alcohol inks for stampers were introduced. Examples of bottled inks include
Ranger’s Tim Holtz Adirondack Alcohol Inks and Jacquard’s Piñata ink brands.
Originally used by graphic artists, many stampers in the past few years have added
alcohol ink markers to their stash of craft supplies. Some stampers use the term “Copic
makers” to generically refer to alcohol ink markers, but Copic is one brand among many.
Other brands include Prismacolor, Letraset, Shin Han, Blick Studio, Spectrum Noir,
Marvy Uchida permanent and even the humble Sharpie and Bic Mark-It brands.

Next: Two pieces of stamp art, both using alcohol ink background techniques and one
also using alcohol ink markers.
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Shona Erlenborn’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Sparkle N Sprinkle), Bottled Alcohol ink
(Ranger: Sunshine Yellow, Stream), Felt applicator & Applicator tool (Ranger), Cardstock (white glossy), Alcohol Blending
Solution (Ranger), Embossing/die-cut machine, Ornament
embossing folder (Darice), Sanding block, Heirloom Ornaments dies (Spellbinders 2010), StazOn ink (Tsukineko),
Ribbon, Brad, Dimensionals adhesive.

“Make background by applying Sunshine Yellow and Stream
alcohol inks to a felt applicator. Pounce on white glossy
cardstock. Add some Alcohol Blending Solution to soften and
blend colors.”
“Run this background through ornament embossing folder.
Use a sanding block to remove color from the raised pattern.
Cut and emboss the three Heirloom Ornaments dies. Leaving
the dies in place, color each of the larger two dies with one
of the colors and then use both yellow and blue on the third
smaller one. Stamp ‘Merry’ and ‘Bright’ on the small one with
StazOn ink.”
“Tie a bow and attach with a brad as shown. Assemble the
card using dimensionals to layer the bauble.”
Finished Size: 5 ½” x 4 ¼”

Go to Contents

Barb Benson’s Art
(Stamp Art Etc)
Supplies: Stamp (Rubber Stamp Avenue), Cardstock (white, light orange, brown, green, glossy),
Inks (black), Copic Markers, Alcohol Inks (2 colors),
Blending Solution (Ranger), Embossing folder,
Border punch, Rectangular scalloped die, Leafy
die, Dimensional tape.

“Run glossy paper through embossing folder.
Sponge two colors of alcohol inks and blending
solution on top. Die-cut rectangle in center.”
“Stamp image in black on white cardstock and
color with markers. Mount to brown cardstock.
Trim glossy paper frame and center on image
with dimensional tape. Stamp sentiment in black
on white cardstock, trim, mount to scrap glossy
piece, then to brown cardstock.”
“Cut 4 3/8” x 6” light orange cardstock. Mount to
6 1/4” x 4 3/4” brown card. Punch border strip from
brown cardstock and attach to one side. Attach
image and sentiment. Cut leafy die cut from
green cardstock and adhere over border strip,
and overlap a little on image frame.”
Finished Size: 6 1/4” x 4 3/4”.

Go to Contents

Choosing Alcohol Ink Markers
When purchasing alcohol ink markers, there are some important things to consider, including:
ǷǷInk Quality
ǷǷColor Range
ǷǷPrice
ǷǷWhether They are Refillable
ǷǷNib Shape and Whether Replacements are Available
ǷǷWhether they are sold in sets or individually
ǷǷAvailability
I’ve gathered all of this information for the alcohol ink markers you are most likely to be considering, except
for price (because coupons and sales can cause price to vary quite a bit) and availability (because that can
vary by location and can change quickly.) You will find it in chart form here:
ǷǷExcel Spreadsheet Version
ǷǷAdobe pdf Chart Version

Learn More: VSN looked at Copic (Original, Sketch, Ciao, Wide), Prismacolor (Premier) and Letraset (Tria) alcohol ink markers in-depth in the Jan ‘09 VSN focus article. If you are considering any of these lines, you’ll want
to take a look at that issue’s article which still available.
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Ink Quality
Traditionally, art mediums can be grouped into three levels of quality: Artist, Student and Scholar. Scholar is
inexpensive, low in pigment and designed for kids’ use. Student quality typically costs more than Scholar but
has more pigment. It is meant for students and artists on a budget. Artist quality has the greatest pigment load
and so usually has the best color and quality. It is also usually the most expensive option.
The big art marker brands tend to be pretty clear on which of their art markers are Artist, Student or Scholar
quality. Markers branded for craft or household use usually don’t use these descriptions. My rule of thumb is
that if the description says they are “for artists and students,” they are probably Student quality unless it says
“artists and advanced students.” Alcohol ink markers designed for craft or hobby use probably also fit the midlevel Student quality category.
Basically, you get what you pay for. As with other art supplies, try to purchase the best quality that you can
afford, Artist if possible. If you can, try to give the markers you are considering a test drive before purchasing a
huge set. See if a friend has some that you can try or you may be able to try them at a stamp store class or at a
stamp convention. Or you might purchase two or three markers in shades of color that you think you might use
to try them out. Alcohol ink markers can be pricey, so watch for sales or coupons.

Next: Artwork using alcohol ink markers and a page from one of our Sponsors.
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Sarah Stainback’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Outlines Rubber
Stamps), Cardstock (white, pink),
Stamping Ink (black), Alcohol ink
markers (Spectrum Noir), Scissors,
Pop dots, Stickles (Ranger: gold),
Rick rack (pink), Lace punch (Martha Stewart), Paper adhesive.

“Stamp image on white card stock
and color with Spectrum Noir
markers. Cut to 4” x 5 1/4”. Stamp
a second time on white, color the
birdcage and bird only. Attach over
first stamped image with pop dots.”
“Adhere all to front of pink card.
Add gold Stickles accents , pink rick
rack , white lace cut with a punch.”
Finished Size: 4 1/4” x 5 1/2”.
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Sarah Stainback’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Outlines Rubber Stamps),
Cardstock (white, black), Pink patterned
paper, Stamping Ink (black), Alcohol ink
markers (Spectrum Noir), Scissors, Lace
punch (Fiskars), Paper adhesive.

“Cover white 5 1/2” x 4 1/4” card with pink patterned paper cut 1/4” smaller. Add black lace
punched from black with Fiskars punch.”
“Stamp image in black ink. Color with alcohol ink markers. Cut out, attach to black
cardstock cut a little larger and adhere to
front of card as shown.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2” x 4 1/4”.

Go to Contents

Range of Colors
While you can color stamped images with markers designed for
household use (like Sharpie or Bic Mark-It), keep in mind that
most of these brands come in a very limited number of colors and
typically do not offer enough shades of each color tone to make
shading easy. (You usually want two to three shades of each color
tone to allow for shading.)
For an explanation of Copic and Tria brand color coding and how
you can use their codes to pick marker colors for shading, see VSN’s
Jan ‘09 “Alcohol Ink Markers” article. This coding, if you understand
how it works, makes it easier to pick marker colors that shade well
together. Other brands’ coding may indicate basic color groups
and/or lightness or darkness (like Marvy Permanent or Spectrum
Noir.) But for some brands, Prismacolor for example, the code is not
helpful for this purpose; you will instead need to choose by using
color swatches or charts.
Marker websites typically show color charts for their marker lines.
Look them over to see if they offer the colors you think you’ll want
to use for coloring your stamped images. Think about the types of
stamped images you color. Do you do a lot of scenery where you’d
want shades of blue, green and brown? Do you stamp and color
a lot of people where you would want skin tone colors? Flowers?
Holiday colors? Do you like muted colors or bright tones?
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Keep in mind that there is a lot of variety within even one color. So
for example, you might have a blue marker or a blue green marker
or a blue violet marker. Even your straight blue marker is more complicated. It might be blue but very light, or blue but very dark, or
anything in between. In addition, adding grey creates different tones,
so your light blue marker might be blue with a no grey, a little grey or
a lot of grey added. Same with your medium blue and dark blue markers. This can result in a huge number of possible marker colors.
Blending is typically easiest if you pick two to three shades within the
same color tone. So you might pick a light blue marker with no grey
tone and then choose another slightly darker blue marker with no
grey tone and maybe one more slightly darker but still with no grey
tone. These will blend together more easily than if you try to use markers with very different grey tones and/or shades.
Having to purchase multiple shades/tones of each color can get
expensive. If you have limited funds, consider going with light to
medium colors and shades that can be layered to make them appear
darker. Very dark markers, while great for shadows, can be challenging
for a beginner to blend successfully and can overpower stamped lines.

Learn More: Color is very visual. Check out Copic’s Color Wheel to get

a feel for how marker colors relate to each other and how brightness
and shade can change color.

Next: A page from one of our Sponsors.
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Sets vs. Individual
Sets can often be a more economical way to purchase markers, but look at the colors and shades offered within the
set(s) you are considering. Even if you are getting a better price, if the set doesn’t offer enough shades to allow for
shading and blending, you are likely to be frustrated. You might purchase some colors within sets and then purchase
other shades individually that will work with the colors within the set.
Over time, you will probably find that there are some colors that you use more than others. Being able to either refill
those colors or purchase them separately is also important.
Refills, Nibs & Replacement Nibs
People sometimes refer to markers as “disposable”, meaning that they are not designed to be refilled with ink. Once
they dry up, you throw them away and buy another one. But some alcohol ink art markers are refillable. And some also
offer replacement nibs. In some cases, there are even alternative nibs available. Here, the marker container is meant to
be a one time investment that can be refilled with ink as needed.
Refillable art markers are often more expensive than non-refillable markers with similar quality ink. If you expect to
use your markers a lot, refills and replacement nibs can bring the relative price between similar quality markers closer.
Typically, refilling a marker is cheaper than purchasing a whole new marker.
Many stampers like using brush tip markers to color stamped images, but a nib that can create a fine line can also be
really handy when you are coloring in tight places.

Learn More: John has a “Don’t Throw Away Your Markers” YouTube video on how to add 91% isopropyl alcohol to dis-

posable Prismacolor art markers to rejuvenate them when they still have color in them but need more of the alcohol
carrier. I suspect that this process might dilute the marker’s original color. Still, it might be worth trying as you would
otherwise have to throw the marker out.
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Create Custom Markers
Keep in mind that you can also purchase empty markers from Copic or Ranger that can be filled with your own custom
mix of ink colors. Or you could instead fill them with bottled alcohol inks. So your Ranger Adirondack or Piñata bottled
inks could be turned into alcohol ink markers!

Alternatively, Ranger’s Debbie Tlach suggests filling Ranger’s Tim Holtz Adirondack Alcohol Ink Fillable Pen with their
Blending Solution and then putting drops of various colors of alcohol inks on a plastic paint palette. Drop a single
color in each spot or mix colors if you like. Even after the inks are dry, you can touch the Blending Solution filled pen to
the inks to transfer some to the pen tip and then color with the pen. The Blending Solution dilutes the ink color a bit so
the effect is like watercoloring except using alcohol inks (shown here on glossy paper.)

Learn More: In Ranger’s YouTube Adirondack Fillable Pen video, Debbie Tlach shows Tim Holtz how to do this, creating a
watercolor look, even on glossy cardstock.
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Availability
There is one more variable that might affect your marker purchases. Can you find markers when and where you want
to buy them? If you are willing to order online, you are likely to have the widest selection of brands, colors and pricing.
Depending on where you live, it might be another story if you try to shop locally.
I spent a day going to stores in my immediate area (a stamp store and three craft supply stores) and found that selection varied quite a lot, while the price tended to be full list price or close. The stamp store sold Copics individually. Two
of the craft stores sold Copics individually but kept them under lock and key, making them more of a hassle to purchase. One craft store had Prismacolor markers locked up, didn’t sell Copics individually but did sell Copic sets — but
you had to take a paper to the front of the store for them to pull the set out for you. And one craft store instead sold
sets of Spectrum Noir markers but not their refills.
On the other hand, when I checked recently, Blick Art Supply was selling Copics individually and in sets for 25% off list
price and Prismacolor for 52% off list. Utrecht Art Supplies had Copic for 10% off and Prismacolor for 32% off list. So
if you are willing to order online and don’t mind waiting a few days to get them, you can probably get a better price
and it will come right to your door. I’ve never ordered from Utrecht but have ordered many times from Blick and have
always gotten excellent service. One caveat: The colors seen on a computer monitor can look different than the actual
color, (just because of the way monitors work), so it’s an approximation of the color.

Learn More: Michellena has a nice page of “Copic Marker FAQs” on her “Michelle’s MBellishments” blog which includes

recommendations for color choices for new Copic users.) The Color Me Copic blog also has starter color suggestions if
you need more ideas on choosing colors.

Next: A page from one of our Sponsors.
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Paper Choice
When using alcohol inks on paper, remember that these inks bleed through many types of paper. Use scrap paper,
smooth cardboard or a smooth non-stick craft sheet to protect the surface underneath the paper you are coloring. If
you are creating a card, consider using the finished colored image as a card layer to so its back is hidden.
Because alcohol inks are transparent, when creating cards, you typically want white or ivory cardstock. (But try other
light colored cardstocks to see what tinted color results!) You want paper that both stamps well and allows you to
blend the alcohol inks nicely. Go for smooth cardstock rather than very rough or very soft papers because they tend
not to blend well, can cause ink bleed and use up a lot of marker color.
When choosing paper to stamp and then color using alcohol inks, the two types of cardstock most often recommended by the experts are Neenah Classic Crest Solar White and Copic’s X Press It. In their handy “Stamping With
Copic” pdf, Copic suggests, “Copic Stamping Paper, Neenah Classic Crest Solar White, Bazzill’s Smoothies and Simply
Smooth, Couture Cardstock, Papertrey Ink Stamper’s Select, or Gina K. Pure Luxury. Avoid watercolor papers.” (Alcohol inks
do not blend well on watercolor papers.) I’ve also seen Georgia Pacific and Ranger Inkssentials Specialty Stamping
Paper suggested by stampers who use alcohol inks.
Now for reality. If you go looking for most of these papers in your local craft or office supply stores, it is likely that you
may come away empty handed. They might be papers to look for at a stamp convention or stamp stores with a deep
selection. Otherwise, you may need to search them out online. Marco’s Paper was selling Neenah Classic Crest when
I checked recently. (I’ve ordered from Marco’s before and had very good service.) Papertrey Ink, Gina K, Ranger and
Copic have online shopping carts on their websites and many local stores and online sellers carry Ranger products.

Learn More: Want to see if paper you already have might work? On her excellent “I Like Markers” blog, Marianne Walker
has a June 10, 2008 post that details how to test alcohol inks on the paper in your stash.

Next: Artwork using alcohol ink markers but on canvas!
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Andrea Cloutier’s Art
Supplies: Digistamp (Bookish Tia - Some Odd
Girl), Claudine Hellmuth (Ranger) Sticky Back
Canvas, Card base: Recollections Kraft cardstock,
Punched border: Dark Brown cardstock, Copic
markers, Patterned paper (Die Cuts with a View),
Scalloped & Classic Circle Dies (Spellbinders),
Edge punch (EK Success), Heart punch (Stampin’
Up!), Ribbon (May Arts), Paper adhesive.

“Print digital girl image on Sticky Back Canvas
and color with alcohol ink markers. Cut out
digistamp. Cut card base to size and patterned
paper for accents. Punch solid cardstock for
border. Die-cut and punch patterned paper for
accents. Assemble pieces to card front, add ribbon. Remove backing from canvas and stick to
the card front. Add hearts and draw outline for
the final touch.”
Finished Size: 6” x 6”.
For more on coloring printed digital images
without smearing, see Aug ‘10 VSN.
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Choosing Stamping Inks
Keep in mind that alcohol is a solvent, so you don’t want to
use a stamping ink that includes a solvent when you plan to
color with alcohol inks. This is a time when you don’t want to
use StazOn. (See Jun ‘11 VSN for strategies for stamping with
inks that normally don’t work well with alcohol ink markers.)
Alcohol ink can also move oil-based inks like Ranger’s Archival inks or Tsukineko’s VersaFine inks, so you usually don’t
want to pick these inks for stamping in this particular case,
although you can take advantage of this for special effects
(See Oct ‘06 VSN) and surprisingly, they are the inks of choice
for stamping on alcohol ink backgrounds.
What you want is a good quality dye or pigment water-based ink. The most often recommended ink is Tsukineko’s
Memento because it dries quickly, making it less likely to bleed. Try that one first if you have it, but other inks can be
used as well. Copic suggests, “Tsukineko Memento or Brilliance Ink, Ranger Distress Inks, A Muse Dye, or Stewart Superior
Palette Noir. For consistent results try heat-setting your image before coloring.”
Before going out and purchasing new inkpads, test the inks you already have in your crafting stash as many waterbased inks will work. Some inks dry more quickly than others and ink drying time can differ by paper. So when testing
your inks, if they don’t do well at first, try heat-setting them to see if that does the trick.
You could also stamp and emboss. Alcohol inks can interact with colored embossing powders, so test your particular
powders. If they bleed and you want to emboss, try instead stamping with colored pigment ink and then embossing
in clear. Alcohol inks can also dull the shine of embossing, but that may actually work well for some projects.
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Coloring Basics
Stamp your image and then heat-set it using a heat tool or allow the image to dry completely before you try coloring
with alcohol ink. This will make the stamped lines less likely to bleed.
Light bulbs - Art Impressions

One popular approach, when coloring in stamped images, is to color using small circular motions, soaking the paper
with color and keeping the marker moving so that you always have a wet edge as you proceed.

Alternatively, try a feathering motion instead of the circular motion, lifting the marker at the end of each stroke. This
technique uses a lighter touch and makes hard lines less likely, so you may find it easier to blend.
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If you have large open areas to color, it can be challenging to keep a wet edge and that can lead to harsh color lines.
Try coloring the area with a colorless blender pen first. Or lightly color the area with the lightest shade first.

Once the lightest shade is down, add a darker shade where you want shadows. This particular stamp has dotted areas
to represent shadows. The blend looks rough at first, so go back over the transition area with the lighter shade to
smooth it out. Work back and forth until you are happy with the color and the blend. Add an even darker shade for the
deepest shadows if you like. (More on blending and shading in a little bit!) If you get one color ink on another marker’s
tip, rub the marker tip across scrap paper to clean off the extra color.
Book - Carmen’s Veranda
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When coloring a line image with multiple colors that touch, I find coloring that the image’s lighter color parts first
results in less problems with the dark color going over the stamped lines into a lighter color’s area.
It is important to work slowly enough to get good color saturation, but don’t overdo it! As you color, the paper can
become saturated. Over-inking can cause color (bright reds in particular) to bleed out at the edges.
If you know you have a color that tends to bleed on the paper you are using, there are a few tricks that you can try:
ǷǷPut something absorbent under the paper to soak up excess ink. (So go with a paper towel or absorbent scrap
paper rather than a craft sheet in this case.)
ǷǷColor with a lighter touch rather than the usual intense circles so the paper does not get as saturated.
ǷǷDon’t color all the way up to the stamp’s lines when using these trickier colors.
ǷǷPause between colors or between color layers to let one layer of color dry before adding more color over that area.
ǷǷColor inside the lines of an outline sticker or embossed lines, containing the ink.

Learn More: Copic has a great Nov 6, 2012 post in the Techniques section of their site that provides strategies for coloring
with red, just in time for those holiday poinsettias!

For a quick video on basic coloring, see Marianne Walker’s YouTube video for Archivers on how to use Copic markers.
Dick Blick has a YouTube video showing basic coloring with Prismacolor Art Makers.
Zoe at Make It Crafty has an especially helpful Nov 1, 2012 YouTube video on “Basic Copic Coloring Techniques”. She uses
a feathered, flicking motion and lighter applications of color rather than circular motions. She also shows an interesting alternative dotting technique for coloring (a kind of pointillism effect.)

Next: Artwork created with basic alcohol ink marker coloring — except using an outline sticker for the main image!
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Poinsettia - Carols Corner), Transfer
sheet (Elizabeth Craft: Starform), Outline style stickers
(Elizabeth Craft), Micro fine glitter (Glitter Ritz), Double-stick adhesive sheet, Alcohol ink markers (Copic:
R27, R29, YG06, BG09), Embossing/Die-cut machine,
Embossing folder (Spellbinders), Cardstock (green,
Georgia Pacific white), Memento ink, Paper adhesive.

“Although this is not a totally stamped piece, it illustrates one way of painting with alcohol markers. Lay
the outline sticker down onto white cardstock and
paint inside the outlines with the alcohol ink markers.”
“Round the corners of the white cardstock and affix it
to a piece of green cardstock and then to white cardstock that has been embossed with an embossing
folder. Finally glue this piece to the larger green card.”
“Stamp the flower image in Memento Tuxedo black
ink and heat-set before coloring with the two reds and
green alcohol ink markers.”
Finished Size: 4 ¼” x 4 ¼”.
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Colorless Blender Tricks
Pushing Color: Many art marker lines
offer a colorless blender, a marker with
the same base but no color. These markers don’t erase color; instead they push it.
If you get color where you don’t want it,
say outside the stamped lines of an image,
run the colorless blender along the edge
to push the color back inside the lines. This
may take a few passes. Allow to dry and
repeat as needed.

Creating Highlights: You can also use a colorless blender in a limited way to add highlights
or spots on areas you have colored. Keep in
mind that the blender is not an eraser, so it is
not going to get those areas back to white, but
it can create light areas for shading or for creating patterns.
Color the area with the regular colored alcohol
ink markers. When dry, go back over the area
with the colorless blender to lighten some
areas. Try sweeps of the blender or small dots.
Try different nibs to get different patterns.
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Creating Texture: You can also put
Ranger Blending Solution or bottled refill
ink for colorless blenders on a wash cloth
and press it onto an area you have colored to create texture in the color. Here,
I just pressed once for an overall texture.
You could repeatedly press small areas
for a more random look.
I’ve seen this suggested for creating “fur”
when coloring in animals. You might also
try it for stamped images of blankets or
clothes or for times when you want a
grunge look.

Learn More: Marianne Walker has a photo

Sept ‘11, 2008 photo tutorial on her “I Like
Markers” blog showing this technique.
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Global Light Source
If you read the first eArticle in this “Coloring In” series, you
will remember the discussion about choosing a global light
source when coloring in an image with colored pencils. This
approach is also a good one when coloring in a stamped
image with alcohol inks.
For a more realistic and more dimensional effect, don’t just
color within areas of an open stamp design with a single flat
color. Add shading and highlights! Some stampers like to fill
in areas with a lighter color and outline every stamped line
with a darker color, which is a little better, but this approach
ignores the light source.
Instead, decide where the light source is in your piece. Then
think about how the light would shine on the images in your
piece. Color areas closer to the light in lighter shades of color
and areas that would be in shadow with darker shades of
color. Some stamps include shading lines to help you figure
out where the shading might naturally be on that image.
(Note: I’ve purposely used some of the same stamps to
illustrate techniques as were used in the Coloring In with
Colored Pencil eArticle so you can see the same images colored by the same person using a different medium.)
Credits and art description in a few pages!
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This is a skill that you can improve through observation of light in real life. Notice how light falls on people
and objects and bring that knowledge to your stamp
coloring.

Learn More: In the Coloring In with Colored Pencil eArticle,
I recommended Fran Seiford’s YouTube videos on coloring images with colored pencils, keeping the light
source in mind. The light source and shading aspects
of these videos can also be helpful when working with
alcohol inks. You can find similar information in art
drawing books, videos and classes.
Sharon Harnist’s April 17, 2012 “Coloring and Shading
Flowers” photo tutorial in Copic’s Technique section
shows very nicely how you might color in stamped
roses using the shading lines in the stamp to help you
with where to put the darker shades.

Next: Artwork using alcohol ink markers and a global
lightsource for shading and a page from a Sponsor.

Credits and art description in a few pages!
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Andrea Cloutier’s Art
AndreasScraps
Supplies: Stamps (Heart, Saying Clear Stamps - The
Stamps of Life), Digistamp (Roller Mae - Some Odd
Girl), Copic markers, Fancy Pants patterned paper and
ribbon, EK Success edge punch, Neenah ultra smooth
white cardstock, Cardstock (Recollections Kraft cardstock, red), Paper adhesive.
Print digital image on white cardstock. “Color with
alcohol ink markers and cut out digistamp. Cut card
base to size and patterned paper for accents. Punch
solid cardstock for border. Assemble pieces to card
front, add ribbon to lower right. Add stamped image.
Stamp heart and greeting.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2” x 4 1/4”.
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Shading: Only One Marker
To successfully blend and shade alcohol ink marker colors, you need to first pick shades that blend well together —
very often tones and shades of a particular color. But what do you do if you have only one color shade?
In a perfect world you’ll have a few shades of each color tone, but if you are just starting out with alcohol ink markers
and only have a few, you may just have a single marker and a colorless blender. Do you have to just forget using it? No,
you just need to be a little tricky to make it work. The shading you get with this method is subtle. Multi-shade blending is better, but this works in a pinch and is much better than simply flat coloring with no shading at all.

Woman with Cake - Art Impressions

First lightly color the area you want to fill with that marker color. Give it a minute to dry. Then go back over parts of the
area with the same color again, building up color in that area to make it darker. Try to use a soft feathering motion. If
you have a colorless blender, rub it over the transition between color density to smooth out the blend.

Next: Artwork shaded with one marker color and another piece that uses a limited number of markers.
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Shoe - Stampotique
Originals, Background - Impression
Obsession), Inks (Memento: Grape; clear

embossing ink), Embossing powder
(black), Alcohol ink markers (Copic:
RV04, B32, BV04, YG67), Cardstock (Georgia Pacific), Paper Adhesive.
“Stamp and black emboss the shoe
image onto a piece of white cardstock.
Color in with alcohol ink markers. (For
shading I used the same blue marker but
waited until the first layer was dry before
coloring in the shadows.)”
“Round the corners of the cardstock
and edge with the berry Copic marker
(BV04.) Layer this piece onto a white card
stamped with the design image.”

Finished Size: 4 ¼” x 5 ½”.
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Andrea Cloutier’s Art
AndreasScraps
Supplies: Stamp (Saying - The Stamps
of Life), Digistamp (Mushrooms digistamps4joy), Alcohol ink markers
(Copic), Really Reasonable Ribbon,
Edge punch (Martha Stewart), Cardstock (white, pink, Neenah ultra
smooth white), Paper adhesive.

“Color mushrooms with alcohol ink
markers and trim. Cut card base and
mat to size. Punch solid cardstock for
border. Assemble pieces to card front,
add ribbon to left side. Add mushrooms. Stamp greeting.”
Finished Size: 5 ½” x 4 ¼”.
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Shading: Colorless Blender
You can also use a colorless blending marker to lighten areas you
have colored, creating shading when you only have one color marker.
Because colorless blenders move color rather than erase, this effect
can be even more subtle than layering with one color shade. But subtle can be good and combining the two methods can give you some
decent results.
Color the area with the color you’ve got.
Then color over the area you want to be lighter with the blender.
Then go back over the areas you want darker using the same original
color. Go back and forth, building color, lightening color and smoothing the blends until you have a look you like.

Bubble - Mail Expressions
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Alternatively, scribble marker ink onto a palette. Use a
colorless blender as a brush to pick up the color and then
color your image. The blender dilutes the color, making it
lighter. Layer color by now coloring directly with the color
marker, creating shading. Use the blender to blend the
colors, working back and forth until you like the result.

Yet another way to work is to touch the tip of your colored
marker onto a colorless blender marker and then use the
colorless blender to color. Like the previous method, this
lets you work with a lighter version of the color. Work back
and forth between the colored and colorless markers, reinking the colorless marker as needed.

Next: Artwork using the finished image. Compare it with

Wine - Stamps Happen
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a similar piece colored with colored pencils on page 40 of
the “Coloring In With Colored Pencils” eArticle.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Wine - Stamps Happen), Memento inkpad
(Tsukineko), Copic Bleedproof Marker Paper, Heat Tool,
Alcohol ink markers (Copic: R22, 0; Prismacolor: PM194,
PM198, PM196, PM201), Cardstock (white, black, blue), Paper
Adhesive (Xyron.)

“Stamp image on marker paper using Memento ink. Heatset with a heat tool or allow to dry thoroughly.”
“Color stamped image with alcohol ink markers as shown
on previous pages. The pink areas were colored by touching the Copic R22 marker to the colorless blender and using
that to color the base area and then going back in with
the R22 straight from the marker to create darker shadow
areas. I decided I wanted the pink to be a little more blue so
I went over the blue areas with a light coat of the Prismacolor ‘Cold Stone’ PM 194 marker.”
“I used a few more marker colors to complete remaining
areas. Layer stamped image on black cardstock and then
blue card, using paper adhesive.”
Finished Size: 6 3/4” x 5 1/4”.
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Shading: Two or Three Shades
The best way to shade is to use two or three
shades of the same color tone. You don’t want
the shades too close (or you won’t see the difference) but not too far apart either. If you are
new to this, try light to medium shades; really
dark markers can be trickier.
Copic has a color coding system that makes
choosing shading colors easier, letting you
match color and tone and then pick shades just
a few numbers apart. (See the Jan ‘09 VSN for
more on this.) Spectrum Noir markers are sold
in sets of “tonally matched color combinations”
designed to work well together. Some other
marker lines require you to choose colors visually by comparing markers and/or color charts.
Color the area with the lightest shade using small circular motions or light feather
strokes, soaking the paper with color and keeping a wet edge.
Then go over areas you want darker with a darker shade using a feathering motion,
pulling the tip up a little at the end of the stroke to get a lighter edge.
Woman with Cake - Art Impressions
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Go back over the transition area
with the lighter shade to smooth
the blend, using circular or
feathered motions.

If you are working with three
shades, you can then go in with
the darkest shade to add the
darkest shadow areas, blending it
in with the medium shade.
This blue is very dark so I feathered it in with a light touch. Keep
working back and forth this way
until you get a smooth blend.

Next: Artwork using the finished shaded image. Compare this

alcohol ink colored piece with a similar piece colored with colored
pencils on page 33 of the “Coloring In With Colored Pencils” eArticle.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Woman with Cake - Art Impressions,
Happy Birthday! - Toad Hall), Memento inkpad (Tsukineko), Copic Bleedproof Marker Paper, Heat Tool, Alcohol
ink markers (Copic: B14, B24, B29, R20, R22, RV11, Y13, Y21,
YR04, E01, E02, 0; Prismacolor: PM194, PM198), Cardstock,
Cardstock (white, black, pink), Paper Adhesive (Xyron.)

“Stamp image on marker paper using Memento ink.
Heat-set with a heat tool or allow to dry thoroughly.”
“Color stamped image with alcohol ink markers as
shown on previous pages. I do not have an extensive
number of alcohol ink markers. Most colors on this piece
were used straight from the marker, but the orange
(YR04) was too dark for this purpose so I touched it to the
colorless blender and colored the orange in the flames
using the lighter color.”
“Layer stamped image on cardstock using paper adhesive. Stamp ‘Happy Birthday’ in black ink.”
Finished Size: 6 3/4” x 4 3/4”.
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Blending Two Different Colors
There may be times when you want to blend two different colors rather than shades of a single color. For example,
maybe you are coloring a flower and the center of the petal is to be yellow and the outer edge is to be orange or
maybe you want to create a rainbow of colors that smoothly blend one color into the next.
When blending colors, instead of using a
circular coloring technique, use a feathering
motion. This is easiest to do with lighter colors and you’ll find it easier with colors that are
next to each other on the color wheel rather
than across from each other.
Start with the lightest of the two colors, coloring where you want that color on the finished
piece. Work in short quick strokes, lifting the
marker a bit at the end of the stroke so that
the stroke is lighter at the edge.
Then color with the other color, using a
similar feathering motion, where the lighter
feathered end of the stroke is where the two
colors meet. Work back and forth this way
until you have the blend you want.
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If the colors are fairly close, you can
alternatively color with the lighter
color, add the other color on top and
then work back and forth until you
get a blend you like.
However you do it, you’ll need to
spend some time experimenting with
your colors to see which ones work
well together.

Learn More: Check out the August 16,

2011 “Blending & Special Effects”
photo tutorial on Copic’s website
showing this when “Blending Similar
Colors” and “Blending Colors in Different Families.”
Zoe at Make It Crafty has an older Feb
27, 2010 YouTube video, 2010 showing
one way to blend two colors using
Copic original markers.

Next: A page from one of our
Sponsors.
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Combining Mediums
Another strategy when you don’t have a full set of alcohol
ink markers is to combine mediums. Usually you will want
to color with the alcohol ink markers first and then add the
other medium. Otherwise you can grunge up the marker tips.
Try coloring with alcohol inks and then going back in with
colored pencils to complete the coloring as I am doing here
for a quick way to color and shade. Or use both alcohol ink
and watercolor markers. Because they have different bases,
they shouldn’t interact with each other.

Tulips - PSX

Often in art, you can use the white of the paper to create
highlights. But sometimes you might find you’ve lost the
highlight when you color with alcohol inks. You can add them
back using white paint pens. You can also use dark pigment
ink pens on top of alcohol inks to add lines and details or to
touch up stamped lines.

Learn More: DoctorCopic’s Nov 30 2009 YouTube speed draw-

ing video is only about a minute long but shows drawing an
image with Copic Multiliner pens, then using Copic markers
and ink to color the image and then going in with Derwent
Watercolor pencils to finish the “painting”. Beautiful!

Next: Artwork using both alcohol ink and other mediums.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Tulip - PSX, Happy Birthday! - Toad Hall),
Memento inkpad (Tsukineko), Copic Bleedproof Marker Paper,
Heat Tool, Alcohol ink markers (Copic: R20, YG03; Prismacolor
194), Derwent Watercolor pencils (Rose Pink, Crimson Lake,
Blue Grey, Mineral Green), Cardstock (white, lime green,
yell0w), Paper Adhesive (Xyron.)

“Stamp image on marker paper using Memento ink. Heat-set
with a heat tool or allow to dry thoroughly.”
“This is a quick way to color an image by mixing mediums. It
takes about five minutes. Color stamped image with a light
coat of alcohol ink markers to create base color on all parts of
the image. Then use colored pencils in darker colors to add in
detail and shadow areas.”
“Layer stamped image on cardstock using paper adhesive.
Stamp ‘Happy Birthday!’ in black ink.”
Finished Size: 6 3/4” x 5 1/4”.
(Note: I used this same stamp in the how-to photos on page 44
of the “Coloring In With Colored Pencils” eArticle, but instead
colored it with watercolor pencils and blended with water.)
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Rachael Brackett’s Art
Rachael’s Handmade Designs
Supplies: Stamp (Hula Girl rubber stamp set - Bombshell Stamps), Scrapbook paper (DCWV: Surfboard),
Cardstock (Core’dinations ColorCore: red, Basic Grey:
Cappella falsetto) Tim Holtz Distress Inks (Ranger:
Spun Sugar, Antique Linen), Alcohol ink markers
(Copic: RV29; YG67; G12; BG13; E000; E11; and E00),
Paper Adhesive.

“I created this adorable little island-themed ‘thank
you’ card for a sketch challenge at Bombshell
Stamps.” Stamp image on white cardstock and
color with alcohol ink markers.
“To add warmth to this card, use a Distressing Tool
to distress the top layer with Spun Sugar Distress
ink, moving in circles. Repeat on both other layers,
but not the red cardstock.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2” x 4 1/4”.
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Barb Benson’s Art
Stamp Art, Etc.
Supplies: Stamps (Sarah Kay, Sparkle N Sprinkle),
Cardstock (pink textured, white), Inks (black),
Embossing powder (clear), Alcohol ink markers
(Copic), Die-cut/embossing machine, Embossing folder, Punches (border, flower), Pearl
embellishment, Be Creative Tape Sheets, Glitter
Ritz Micro Fine Glitter, Paper adhesive.

“Remove tape from one side of double-sided
tape sheet, large enough to stamp image and
sentiment. Sprinkle glitter on top and rub in;
shake off excess. Stamp image and sentiment
on glittered paper, and heat emboss with clear
embossing powder. Color image with alcohol
ink markers. Trim image and sentiment and
mount to pink paper.”
“Run white cardstock through embossing folder.
Trim to 5” x 4 1/4”. Mount to 5 1/4” x 4 1/2” card cut
from pink cardstock. Lay strip of border punch
along one edge. Attach image and sentiment.
Punch flower from white and pink cardstock,
glue pearl in middle, and attach to card.”
Finished Size: 5 1/4” x 4 1/2”.
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Shona Erlenborn’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Holiday Flamingo, Joy ornament - Sparkle N Sprinkle), Super Adhesive Sheet, Cardstock (white, white glossy), Cloud
Nine Velvet Glitter (Sparkle N Sprinkle), Inks (StazOn: black, VersaMark), Alcohol ink markers (Copic), Die-cut/embossing machine,
Mega Ovals Large embossing folder/die (Spellbinders), cArt-Us
Ornament embossing folder, Felt Applicator, Bottled alcohol inks
(Ranger Adirondack: Cranberry, Wild Plum), Alcohol Blending
Solution (Ranger), Sanding block, Embossing powder (Sparkle N
Sprinkle: white detail), 1” punch, Paper adhesive.

“Apply a piece of Super Adhesive Sheet to a piece of white cardstock.
Remove protective backing and apply Cloud Nine Velvet Glitter to
exposed tape. Stamp Holiday Flamingo in black Staz-On directly on
the glitter and color with alcohol ink markers. Cut and emboss the
image with Mega Ovals Large.”
“Use a felt applicator to apply Cranberry and Wild Plum alcohol inks
on to 5” x 3 ¾” piece of white glossy cardstock. Blend a little with
Alcohol Blending Solution. Repeat with a scrap of glossy white. Run
main piece through ornament embossing folder and use a sanding
block to rub color from the ornaments. Attach to white cardstock.”
“Use the same applicator to drop on some more Blending Solution;
use it to edge cardfront base. Stamp joy ornament on prepared
scrap in VersaMark ink and heat emboss with white detail embossing powder; cut out with 1” punch. Assemble card as shown.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2” x 4 1/4”.
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Stamping on Alcohol Ink
Another approach is to color cardstock with alcohol ink(s) and then stamp on
top of the inked surface. Keep in mind that alcohol ink backgrounds can be
very bold, so often you want a bold color that will show up well. To stamp on
a surface already covered with alcohol ink, try an oil-based ink like Ranger’s
Archival inks or Tsukineko’s VersaFine inks.
Here, I am stamping with Ranger Archival ink on a background airbrushed
with Copic markers (see Mar ‘11 VSN for how to airbrush with Copics.)
While these are the most often recommended inks for this purpose, VSN readers over the years have actually used a wide variety of inks to stamp on alcohol
inks. The oil-based inks will give you the most secure, less likely to smear,
results. Don’t try to use solvent-based inks like StazOn because it can reactive
the alcohol and smear it. Alternatively, you can stamp and emboss your image
on the alcohol inked surface.

Tulips - PSX

If you don’t want to mess with stamping right on alcohol ink, a popular workaround is to stamp your image on clear
acetate using StazOn ink and then layer that over the alcohol inked background. Or you might stamp the image on
one side of the acetate with StazOn and then apply alcohol inks on the back side. That way you’ll still see the alcohol
ink color through the acetate but it won’t react with the StazOn.

Learn More: VSN has covered alcohol ink backgrounds many times in the past. You’ll particularly want to look at the Sept
‘06 VSN for Polished Stone ideas and the Jun ‘11 VSN for more work arounds for times when you want to stamp with
ink that disagrees with direct contact with alcohol inks.

Next: Artwork created by stamping and embossing on an alcohol ink background.
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Annette Warkentin’s Art
(Owner of About Art Accents)
Supplies: Stamp (About Art Accents), Cardstock (white glossy, glossy photo: About
Art Accents), Kool-Aid, Liquid Fabric Dye, Isopropyl Alcohol, Cotton Balls, Latex
Gloves, 1 oz. lidded plastic squeeze bottles (Sally’s Beauty Supply), Ribbons, Diecut/embossing machine, Cuttlebug Flower Folder, Pigment Ink (Fabrico: black),
Calendar (SkyBluePink.com), Southwest Corner Punch (Marvy Uchida), Magnet.

See directions for homemade alcohol ink on next page.
“Dampen a cotton ball with one or more light colors of homemade alcohol ink
and swirl onto white glossy cardstock. Cover the entire sheet, leaving tiny pockets
of white if you wish. Allow to dry at least thirty minutes. Repeat the process adding darker colors in areas that suit. Allow to dry.”
“Stamp image with black pigment ink. Heat emboss from the bottom of the
cardstock using a hair dryer. Use a paintbrush to add black pigment ink from the
inkpad or stamp the pad directly onto the paper until all solid areas are bold. Heat
emboss again.”
“Punch four corners, adhere to orange cardstock. Trim the left, right, and top to
1/16”; trim bottom to 1”. Run 8 1/2” x 3 3/4” purple cardstock through Big Shot/Wizard/
Sizzix using flower embossing folder. Emboss a 2” x 2 1/2” orange scrap using the
same folder. Attach calendar as shown. Glue a magnet to the back.”
Finished Size: 8 1/2” x 3 3/4”.
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Annette Warkentin’s Art
(Owner of About Art Accents)
A closer look at portion of previous card/calendar.

Recipe for Homemade Alcohol Inks:
Recipe ingredients are listed in card/calendar supplies list on
previous page.
“Put on latex gloves. In a one cup glass measuring cup with a pour
spout, mix two teaspoons unsweetened Kool-Aid punch or liquid
fabric dye (laundry detergent aisle) with 1/4 cup isopropyl alcohol
(pharmacy aisle). Isopropyl alcohol workers better than rubbing
alcohol for this recipe.”
“Start by making red, yellow, and blue Kool-Aid or liquid fabric dyes.
Pour portions of the colors into 1 oz. plastic bottles. Make orange:
red + yellow, green: blue + yellow, and purple: blue + red. Pour into
1 oz. plastic bottles. Experiment with mixtures to make different colors and pour into plastic bottles.”
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Learn More Online
Many companies that sell alcohol ink markers and/or bottled alcohol inks have additional resources online:
Alcohol Ink Marker Brand Websites
ǷǷBic Mark-It: http://www.bicmarkit.com/products/products.aspx
ǷǷBlick: http://www.dickblick.com/products/blick-studio-markers/
ǷǷCopic: http://www.copicmarker.com/
ǷǷLetraset: http://www.letraset.com
ǷǷMarvy Uchida: http://www.uchida.com/c-35-permanent-markers.aspx
ǷǷPrismacolor: http://www.prismacolor.com/products/art-markers
ǷǷSharpie: http://www.sharpie.com/enUS/Pages/sharpiemarkers.aspx
ǷǷShin Han: http://www.shinhanart.com/
ǷǷSpectrum Noir: http://www.crafterscompanion.com/Spectrum-Noir_c_69.html
Bottled Alcohol Ink Websites
ǷǷRanger Industries: http://www.rangerink.com
ǷǷJacquard: http://www.jacquardproducts.com
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Learn More From VSN
Issues Mentioned in this Issue: (A’la Carte Online Shopping Cart option)
ǷǷSept ‘00: Polished Stone Technique in Quick Tips
ǷǷOct ‘04 Product Picks: 5 ideas for Ranger Adirondack Alcohol inks & Blending Solution
ǷǷSept ‘06 & Oct ‘06: Alcohol Inks Part I & Part II in-depth feature articles
ǷǷSept ‘08: Polished Stone Background (Part of “Favorite Techniques” feature article)
ǷǷJan ‘09 & Mar ‘11: Focus articles on using alcohol ink markers
ǷǷAug ‘10: Coloring Digital Images without smearing
ǷǷJun ‘11: Alcohol inks on other surfaces
Theme Pack Issues Mentioned in this Issue:
ǷǷAlcohol Inks Series (Theme Pack)
eArticles Mentioned in this Issue: (VSN eArticle Library)
ǷǷColoring In With Colored Pencils eArticle
ǷǷEven More Alcohol Inks Mini eArticle
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Sarah Stainback’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Bird - Heartfelt
Creations), Cardstock (white, blue),
Blue patterned paper, Alcohol ink
markers (Spectrum Noir), Scissors,
die-cut machine & Medallion die
(Spellbinders), Pop Dots.

“Stamp bird on a scrap of white
cardstock. Color with alcohol ink
markers and cut out. Attach to
white medallion die-cut with Pop
Dots and then layer onto a piece of
blue patterned paper and then a
blue card.”
Finished Size: 4 1/4” x 5 1/2”.
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Want More FREE eArticles?
Did you enjoy this eArticle? Would you like to
see more FREE eArticles? Then you need to do
three things:
1) Support the Sponsors. Check out the
Sponsor pages throughout this eArticle, click
on the links, visit their sites and place some
orders. If the Sponsors find that eArticles do
well for them, that encourages them to sponsor future eArticles and it is the Sponsors that
make an eArticle FREE!
2) If you really like an eArticle, please don’t
keep it to yourself. Writing something and
sending it out to the void, never to hear if
someone likes it does not encourage me to
write more eArticles. What does? Your honest
feedback, opinions and comments as well as
your suggestions for future eArticle topics.
Email me: vampstamp@prodigy.net

VSN is Looking for
Stamp Companies
		
to join our select group
			
of eArticle Sponsors.
Sponsors pay a very low fee that helps offset VSN’s
website and eArticle costs, making eArticles free
to readers! In return, your Sponsor Page, with
clickable links, becomes a permanent part of the
eArticle you sponsor. Each eArticle becomes part
of VSN’s online eArticle Library where readers can
enjoy it when it is first published and new readers
can discover it for many months to come.
For more information, please contact VSN today!

3) Tell your friends about VSN’s eArticle series!
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New From VSN: Quick Tips pdfs
What Are Quick Tips?
To some readers, the best part of VSN’s original print issues
was the “Quick Tips” section, full of the small tips, “oh wow!”
ideas and inspirations that make a stamper’s life easier.
Two Ways to Read Quick Tips:
If you prefer the entire issue, you can purchase print or pdf
VSN issues in the VSN Issues section of VSN’s Online Shopping Cart. But if your focus is strictly on Quick Tips rather
than the longer articles in the issues and you want to read
them online, try VSN’s new “Quick Tips pdfs”.
What is in the File?
Each downloadable file gathers the Quick Tips from a single
VSN issue, formatted to fit your computer screen. The text is
intentionally set large, in half-size pages, to make it easy to
read, whether you are using a desktop computer, laptop or even a small tablet. (You may find yourself scrolling more
than you would like when reading on a phone screen.)
Purchasing Quick Tips
The first six Quick Tips pdf files can be purchased individually for $1.25 each or in a bundle of six for $5.94 (which works
out to $0.99 each.) Purchase them in the Quick Tips pdfs section of VSN’s Online Shopping Cart.
Proceeds of Quick Tips sales go toward funding VSN’s website and future eArticles.
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Art Challenge Drawing
When you submit artwork for an eArticle, your name is put into a drawing to win VSN issues.
Karen McIntyre, Shona Erlenborn and Andrea Cloutier.
each win their choice of eight VSN issues. (Email me!)
Would you like to submit artwork for a future eArticle? See the Get Published page on VSN’s website for details!

Find VSN Online:
VSN’s Main Website
VSN’s Online Shopping Cart
VSN on Facebook
VSN’s Email Announcement List (Yahoo)
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VSN’s Readers’ Gallery Access
VSN’s website has two art galleries, a public gallery that is open to everyone to enjoy and a “Readers’ Gallery” meant for VSN
readers. Formerly, this second gallery was protected by a username and password found in the most current VSN issue. Now
that the print magazine has closed, I have decided to provide the username and password here instead. These will change
each month, so be sure to check each month’s eArticle to continue to have access to the Readers’ Gallery. Please note that
these are case sensitive! The username and password for November 20 through December 19, 2012:
Username: thanks4vsn
Password: readers2enjoy

eArticle Copyright Statement
This eArticle is copyrighted to Nancie Waterman of Vamp Stamp News. It may not be copied, emailed, posted on a website or
sold in any form without permission. If you have a stamping friend who would like a copy, please direct them to the eArticle
page of VSN’s website where they can download their own copy. Many thanks, Nancie, VSN
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